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Background:  There were no convincing evidences yet how the chronic total occlusion (CTO) should be managed. In addition, Syntax (SX) score 
has drawn the attentions recently as a way of deciding how to treat. Our study was to compare the clinical outcomes after percutaneous coronary 
intervention (PCI), coroanry artery bypass graft (CABG) or medical therapy (MT) in patients with CTO. Also, we validated SX score for predicting the 
clinical outcomes of CTO.
Methods:  In this single center and retrospective study, total 276 CTOs in 229 patients were included. The patients were divided into 4 groups 
according to the treatment as group 1 (n=68): MT, group 2 (n=53): incomplete PCI, group 3 (n=66): complete PCI, and group 4 (n=42): CABG. And 
we also divided them into 3 groups according to the tertile of SX score ( high: 33 ≤ SX Score, intermediate: 22 ≤ SX Score < 33, low: SX Score <33 ).
Results:  During 3-year follow-up periods, Kaplan-Meier estimate for MACE were 23.2% in the high, 15.5% in the intermediate and 6.7% in the low 
SX score (p=0.016). In the high SX score, there were significant differences of MACE among group 2, 3 and 4 (41.7%, 20.0%, 18.4%, p=0.045). After 
multivariate analysis, high SX score was associated with MACE.(HR 1.73 [95% CI 0.9-1.6], p=0.03).
Conclusions:  In patients with the high SX score, successful revascularization of CTO by either complete PCI or CABG showed improved 
clinical outcomes. Therefore, we suggest that high SX score is a strong independent predictor of clinical outcomes in patients with CTO lesion. 
